Needham Public Schools
1330 Highland Avenue * Needham, MA 02492
781-455-0400 ext. 206 * 781-455-0417 (fax)

Frequently Asked Questions
January 2019 Special Town Meeting
Article 1
1. What does this article accomplish?
Article 1 appropriates an additional $630,000 for the purchase and installation of two modular classrooms at
the Mitchell Elementary School. The additional funds would augment the $1,560,000 total appropriation
provided to date, for a total budget of $2,190,000.
2. Why are the additional funds requested?
Recently, a single bid was received for the modular units from Triumph Modular Co. The $1.73 million bid
exceeded the anticipated construction budget of $1.1 million by $630,000. The PPBC has indicated that an
additional appropriation of $630,000 would be needed in January 2019 to proceed with the current bid, with
an emergency preamble. If approved, a project award would be made in early Spring to maintain a
scheduled opening in September 2019.
3. Would the project schedule be delayed as a result of needing to request additional funds?
If approved, a project award would be made by February 1, 2019 to maintain a scheduled opening in
September, 2019. The PPBC is working with Triumph to clarify the schedule to make up the time despite a
one-month delay in the contract award.
4. Why is an emergency preamble needed?
An emergency preamble is needed to permit the bidder, Triumph Construction, to immediately place the
order for the modular units with the manufacturer to maintain the September 2019 scheduled opening date.
5. Why did the bid come in higher than expected?
The bid came in higher than expected for a number of reasons.
a. First, there are a limited number of providers with the technical expertise to construct modular
classrooms on the complicated Mitchell site. Although the chosen location provided the best
proximity to the main entrance, allowed for the greatest amount of administrative surveillance and
offered the most convenient access to utilities, it also was complicated by the presence of ledge and
trees, as well as its proximity to existing wetlands. Triumph has the necessary expertise to undertake
such a project. The extent of the site work involved may have acted to limit interest in the project.
b. Second, the current market for modular classrooms is a competitive one, characterized by limited
supply and rapidly increasing prices. Over the past six months, the price of modular classrooms has
increased significantly. Several reasons may explain the increase. There is uncertainty in the market
relating to tariffs on imported construction materials, and an extremely competitive market for labor
given the amount of construction in the Boston metropolitan area.
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6. Why not rebid the project in hopes of securing more favorable pricing?
Since the bid process normally takes between three to four months to complete, a decision to rebid would
effectively delay the project by one full year, since there would not be sufficient time to award a new
contract and order the modular classrooms in time for the September 2019 scheduled opening of school.
In addition, given the limited pool of qualified bidders for the complicated Mitchell site, and current
expectation for ongoing increases in construction costs over the next year, it is unlikely that rebidding would
result in reduced project costs in one year's time.
7. Are there any guarantees that rebidding would reduce the overall project cost?
No, there are no guarantees that rebidding would reduce the overall project cost. Given the limited pool of
qualified bidders for the complicated Mitchell site, and current expectation for ongoing increases in
construction costs over the next year, it is unlikely that rebidding would result in reduced project costs in
one year's time
8. Are there any guarantees that other bidders would participate if the project were rebid?
No, there are no guarantees that other bidders would participate if rebid. As previously indicated, there are
a limited number of bidders who are able to construct modular classrooms on complicated sites. In addition,
the small scale of this project - with only two modular classrooms being purchased - could work against
Needham in attracting potential bidders.
9. Why was the estimate for the project off?
The architects, Dore and Whittier, utilized a professional estimator to project costs; but, as indicated in the
response to question five, a variety of factors impacted the costs, including a volatile and challenging
bidding environment.
10. What is the impact of waiting one year to rebid the project?
Given the limited pool of qualified bidders for the complicated Mitchell site, and current expectation for
ongoing increases in construction costs, delaying the project would be unlikely to achieve material savings,
and costs might increase significantly. Further, delay would adversely affect the educational program, since
the new classrooms would not be available for the September 2019 Full-Day Kindergarten start date. The
impact on the educational program is described in Question #11.
11. Could Full Day Kindergarten be implemented at Mitchell in September 2019 without adding the new
modular classrooms?
The new modular classrooms are intended to provide appropriate space for music and art, which would in
turn free up space to meet the need for Full-Day Kindergarten, Special Education, English Language
Learning, and literacy program spaces. If the space were not available in September of 2019, Mitchell
School still would be able to provide Full-Day Kindergarten, although the lack of additional classrooms
would create operational challenges for the school that would compromise the educational program. The
school has already repurposed hallways, closets, the stage and other spaces for creative solutions to the
overcrowding issues facing the school.
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12. How would the educational program at Mitchell be adversely impacted if the modulars were not
ready by September 2019?
•

•
•
•

Without the addition of the modular classrooms, 25 art classes would need to be delivered on a
traveling "cart" basis between the regular classrooms. The art program would be substantially altered
due to the lack of space, materials, water, etc. In addition, due to the lack of an elevator, two
different sets of art resources would be needed, as well as a part time art teacher to assist with the
delivery of the program on two different floors.
Further, teachers and staff would continue to instruct students requiring English Language Learning,
Special Education, and literacy lessons in available hallways and stairwells. Parent and teacher
conferences would be held in public spaces, typically providing little or no privacy.
Before and after school programs would be consolidated in the cafeteria with little ability to separate
and program for different age groups.
Finally, some student testing and conferences would be held in closets, public spaces, or adjacent to
staff toilet areas.

13. What other options to seeking additional funds were considered?
Several options were considered, but all were rejected on the basis that they would result in a one year delay
to the project, were infeasible or were subject to cost constraints.
a. Could the bid scope be modified to allow for refurbished modular classrooms?
Yes, the bid documents could be modified to invite deduct alternatives for refurbished modular units
and other value-added items, however, this approach has several downsides. Such a change would
result in a one year time delay, due to the need to revise project drawings, rebid, modify the existing
KASE classrooms with a smaller bid this summer, and seek additional funding at May 2019 Annual
Town Meeting. The one year delay would create significant operational challenges for the school,
would compromise the educational program and would have no guarantee of reducing overall
project costs. Additionally, refurbished classrooms are subject to the same short supply market
constraints and cost escalation factors as purchased classrooms.
b. Could the bid scope be modified to allow for leased modular classrooms?
The lease of modular classrooms also is an option, but would not result in appreciable benefits for
the project, overall. Leased classrooms are subject to the same short supply market constraints and
cost escalation factors as purchased classrooms. Additionally, leased units cost more than purchased
units, due to the need to pay the additional interest expense over time. Leasing also would require
rebidding and result in a one year delay. The Town meeting vote would require a two thirds
majority vote to approve the project, because the lease is considered debt. Finally, there is also no
guarantee that bidders would be interested in this solution and might only increase overall costs.
c. Could the building be constructed with normal 'stick build' construction?
Yes, the project could be redesigned for regular 'stick build' construction, although this approach has
several challenges. The Town has not estimated project costs using this method of construction,
which could result in similar costs and an extended schedule. Additionally, this change in scope
would result in at least a one year delay to allow for additional design time, to modify the existing
KASE classrooms with a smaller bid this summer, and seek additional funding at May 2019 Annual
Town Meeting for design and construction. Additionally, new permits might be required from the
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Planning and Zoning Boards due to the design modifications. The on-site construction period would
also be extended to between 9 and 12 months requiring construction at the school during the school
year. (Part of the advantage of modular construction is that half of the construction is done off site
and then the modular boxes are installed on the new foundation.)
d. Could the project be redesigned to relocate the modular classrooms to a more favorable site on
the Mitchell campus?
Yes, the project could be redesigned to accommodate an alternate location on the playing field,
which would allow for the installation of refurbished modular buildings and other deduct
alternatives. However, the playing field site was studied during schematic design and rejected due to
the distance from the existing school, the lack of direct surveillance for students attending art and
music, and the elimination of the baseball playing fields at Mitchell. Additionally, such a change in
scope would result in at least a one year delay to modify the existing KASE classrooms with a
smaller bid this summer, and seek additional funding at May 2019 Annual Town Meeting for design,
re-permitting and construction. Finally, new permits would be required from the Planning and
Zoning Boards.
e. Could the Town repurpose the Pollard or Hillside modular classrooms and move them to
Mitchell?
No, the Town could not re-use and relocate either the Pollard or Hillside modular units to Mitchell.
Both sets of modulars are at the end of their useful life. In addition, the Pollard modulars currently
are in use for Grades 7 and 8 at the Pollard site and the Hillside units are needed as temporary swing
space for future Town projects
f. Is temporary redistricting possible?
Although temporary redistricting could ease the space constraint at Mitchell School in September
2019/20, additional classrooms still would be necessary to implement Full-Day Kindergarten for the
redistricted students. The Broadmeadow, Hillside and Eliot schools border the Mitchell District.
Each of these schools will be at or over capacity in terms of classroom use when Full-Day
Kindergarten opens, and cannot accommodate additional students within their buildings.
14. What is the current capacity of the Mitchell School building?
Currently, the Mitchell School has 22 grade level classrooms. These classrooms include four sections each
of Grades 1-5, and two classrooms for Kindergarten, for a total of 24 sections K-5, for 500 students. (Since
Kindergarten currently is half-day, each Kindergarten classroom accommodates two sections each - one in
the morning and one in the afternoon - for a total of four Kindergarten sections.) Two of these classrooms
are modular classrooms, which were installed on the site in 2014.
The projected September 1, 2019 enrollment of the Mitchell School is 503 students.
15. How many additional classrooms are needed to Implement Full-Day Kindergarten?
To prepare for the anticipated implementation of Full-Day Kindergarten in September 2019, the Needham
Public Schools commissioned Dore & Whittier Architects to conduct a space study to determine how best to
implement the new program, given the District’s existing inventory of classroom spaces.
The study revealed that Mitchell School will need to have four classrooms for Kindergarten when Full-Day
Kindergarten is implemented, creating the need for two additional grade level classroom spaces. After 203031, the population of Mitchell School is expected to decline to three sections per grade level at all grades.
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Based on the results of that study, the School Committee recommends that two additional modular
classrooms be erected at the Mitchell Elementary School. The modular classrooms would supplement the
school’s 22 existing classroom spaces to provide the 24 classroom spaces deemed necessary in the first year
of Full-Day Kindergarten in September 2019.
16. How will the new modular classrooms be used?
In September 2019, the four existing modular classrooms will be used as Kindergarten classrooms to house
the four section Kindergarten program. This use will displace Music and Art from their current spaces,
however, and will require that two new classrooms be added at the school. The new modular classrooms
will provide space for Music and Art.
17. Where will the new modular classrooms be located on the Mitchell campus?
The new modular classrooms will be located in the front of the school, to the right of the circular driveway.
The proposed location was selected on the basis that it offered the best proximity to the main entrance,
offered the best location for administrative surveillance, allowed ease of access for before/after school
programs, and provided good proximity to utility connections. The major drawback to the preferred site is
slightly increased cost due to site conditions (trees and ledge), which will require the removal/ replanting of
wetlands trees/shrubs.
A graphic showing the proposed location is presented below. The chosen site is labeled "Option 1."
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18. What other locations were considered?
The PPBC and Dore & Whittier Architects considered other potential locations for the new modular
classrooms, including a location in the rear of the school, near the back entrance and bus loop (Option 2)
and a location at the rear of the existing modulars, on the field (Option 4.) The Option 2 site was rejected
on the basis that it had limited visibility from administration; had poor soil bearing capacity (leading to an
approximately $80,000 expense for soil removal/replacement); would have required new sewer, water and
power connections from Lindbergh Avenue; and would have required sewer pumping (a maintenance issue).
The Option 4 site was rejected as being the most remote location, creating a bad weather access concern. In
addition, the Option 4 site was not visible from the main school (a safety concern), encroached upon the
playing field, was close to an abutter, and would have required a new sewer connection to Brookline Street.
19. Will the new modular classrooms have the same look and feel as the existing modular classrooms?
Yes, the new modular classrooms will be constructed of the same materials and will have the same 'look and
feel' as the existing modular classrooms. An exterior rendering of the proposed new classrooms appears
below.

20. Will the new classrooms be connected to the school?
No, the new modular classrooms will be detached, with a canopy over the front ramp and steps. This is
required to avoid triggering costly code upgrades to the main building, including fire/safety and accessibility
improvements. These upgrades will be completed as part of the larger project to renovate Mitchell
Elementary School in the future.
21. Will the installation of modular classrooms solve all space needs at the school?
No, installing additional modular classrooms will not address space deficiencies in the area of Physical
Education, Special Education, cafeteria and overall storage. The space deficiencies in these areas will need
to be addressed by the long-term project to renovate the school. However, the new modular classrooms will
provide the additional space needed for Art and Music, starting in September 2019.
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22. What alternatives to adding modular classrooms have been considered?
Dore & Whittier considered a number of potential solutions to addressing Mitchell's anticipated space
needs, including the installation of two modular classrooms; the construction of a fabric structure
gymnasium and renovation of the existing gym into Art and Music; and the installation of a pre-engineered
gymnasium and renovating the existing gym into Art and Music. The modular classrooms were determined
to be the most economical and practical option for creating space in the building.
23. When will the Mitchell Elementary School main building be renovated?
The School Committee has prioritized renovation of the Mitchell School as a top priority for the next tenyear period. Although the school has undergone several additions in the past fifty years, it is in need of total
renovation/replacement to address building deficiencies and bring the building to a level of modernization
comparable to the new Sunita L. Williams Elementary School. The School Department's Capital
Improvement Plan calls for the school to be updated by September 2026, however, funding will be
contingent upon the Massachusetts School Building Authority agreeing to partner with the Town to
complete this project. In addition, the School Committee will need to carefully balance needs imposed by
growing enrollment in other areas of the District, and the need to update the Pollard Middle School
(including modular classrooms at the end of their useful life), before a final funding plan is developed.
24. If Mitchell Elementary is renovated, what will happen to the modular classrooms?
If Mitchell Elementary School is renovated, the modular classrooms could be moved to meet classroom
needs elsewhere in the District, or re-sold.
25. What is the total budget for the project?
With the additional funds request, the total budget for the project would be $2,190,000, of which $1,560,000
already has been appropriated by Annual Town Meeting. (In May 2018, Special Town Meeting
appropriated $210,000 for design, followed by an additional $1,350,000 for construction in October 2018.)
The balance of $630,000 is needed for construction and is what is requested by Article 1.
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